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a b s t r a c t 

Interconnect scaling has become a major design challenge for traditional planar (2D) integrated circuits (ICs). 
Three-dimensional (3D) IC that stacks multiple device layers through 3D stacking technology is regarded as an 
effective solution to this dilemma. A promising 3D IC design direction is to construct 3D processors. However, 
3D processors are likely to suffer from more serious thermal issues as compared to conventional 2D processors, 
which may hinder the employment or even offset the benefits of 3D stacking. Therefore, thermal-aware design 
techniques should be adopted to alleviate the thermal problems with 3D processors. In this survey, we review 

works on system level optimization techniques for thermal-aware 3D processor design from hierarchical per- 
spectives of architecture, floorplanning, memory management, and task scheduling. We first survey 3D processor 
architectures to demonstrate how a 3D processor can be constructed by using 3D stacking technology, and present 
an overview of thermal characteristics of the constructed 3D processors. We then review thermal-aware floor- 
planning, memory management and task scheduling techniques to show how the thermal impact on 3D processor 
performance can be reduced. A systematic classification method is utilized throughout the survey to emphasize 
similarities and differences of various thermal-aware 3D processor optimization techniques. This paper shows 
that the thermal impact on 3D processors is manageable by adopting thermal-aware techniques, thus making 3D 

processors into the mainstream in the near future. 
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. Introduction 

With the advance of aggressive technology scaling, the density of
ntegrated circuits (ICs) has been continually increasing. However, the
ate of interconnect scaling does not keep up with that of technology
caling, and interconnects still account for a large portion of the total
hip capacitance [1–6] . As a result, interconnect scaling remains a major
esign challenge for traditional planar (2D) ICs. Three-dimensional (3D)
C is regarded as an effective solution to overcome this dilemma [7–12] .
y vertically stacking several device layers connected through 3D stack-

ng technology, 3D ICs not only significantly improve packaging density
ut also drastically reduce global wirelength and semiglobal wirelength.

One promising trend in 3D IC design is to construct 3D processors.
umerous works have been conducted to explore the architecture de-

ign of 3D processors, and many novel architecture designs from various
erspectives have been presented, such as stacking one core layer and
everal cache layers, or stacking multiple core/cache layers. 3D proces-
ors can offer significant advantages, including reduction in form-factor,
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mprovement for memory bandwidth, realization of heterogeneous in-
egration, and resilience towards security attacks, as detailed below. 

• Reduction in form-factor. As an important aspect of hardware
design, form-factor specifies the physical specifications (e.g., size,
shape) of components. Compared to the layout of conventional 2D
processors, 3D processors are with smaller form-factor due to the
advantages brought by the additional third dimension. Therefore,
3D processors have higher packaging density and smaller footprint,
which facilitates a low-cost chip design [13–17] . 

• Improvement for memory bandwidth. For traditional 2D proces-
sors, the memory units and logic units are resided at opposite ends,
which results in the performance bottleneck induced by memory
bandwidth. For 3D processors, the critical path length between logic
units and memory units can be considerably shortened by using
Through Silicon Vias (TSVs) instead of conventional I/O pins [18–
21] . Therefore, 3D processors can dramatically improve memory
bandwidth. 

• Realization of heterogeneous integration. 3D stacking technology
has the ability to realize heterogeneous integration [22–26] . For ex-
ample, Chen and Jha [23] presented a 3D hybrid architecture where
anuary 2019 
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a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) layer and a DRAM layer are
vertically stacked on a CPU layer. The authors showed that the pro-
posed design significantly reduces power consumption while main-
taining high computation performance. 

• Resilience towards security attacks. 3D processors have been
shown to be resilient towards security attacks [27–32] . This is be-
cause by utilizing 3D stacking technique, the layers of sensitive cir-
cuits can be separated, making the function of each layer obscured.
The resultant 3D architecture makes it very difficult to reverse engi-
neer the circuit. 

Although 3D processors offer significant advantages, they suffer from
ore serious thermal issues compared to 2D processors. This is mainly
ue to limited heat dissipation paths and higher power density result-
ng from vertical stacking of multiple active layers [33–39] . It has been
hown that thermal issues have become a major challenge in deploy-
ng 3D processors [5,24,39–45] . The main negative effects incurred by
hermal issues for 3D processors are listed below. 

• Reduction in throughput. It has been shown in the litera-
ture [38] that a core of 3D processors is likely to reach the peak tem-
perature limit before violating its power constraint. This indicates
that high temperatures will prevent 3D processors from achieving
high throughput. 

• Increase in energy consumption. In the nano-era, the leakage
power is gradually dominating the overall power consumptions of
ICs [46–50] . Since the leakage power is positively related to the chip
operating temperature, high temperatures may incur extra energy
consumption of 3D processors when executing a given task set. 

• Degradation in reliability. Lu et al. [51] observed that DRAM tran-
sient errors are closely related to processor activities through voltage
and thermal coupling in the 3D processor architecture where one
DRAM layer and one processor layer are vertically stacked. High
temperatures will increase the transient error rate of the DRAM and
degrade the reliability of 3D processors. 

• Decay in lifetime. It has been shown in the literature [33] that
the peak temperature achieved by a two-layer 3D processor with
four cores in each layer is 20 °C higher than the peak temperature
achieved by a 2D processor with eight cores in one layer. In addition,
Zhou et al. [52] observed that compared to the cores close to the heat
sink, the cores distant from the heat sink are generally with higher
temperatures for 3D processors, which results in 3D processors hav-
ing a higher temperature variance than 2D processors. High peak
temperatures and/or temperature variances will accelerate compo-
nent aging and thus decay the lifetime of 3D processors. 

Scope and Contribution: In this survey, we review research works
n system level optimization techniques for thermal-aware 3D processor
esign. In particular, we discuss thermal-aware optimization techniques
or 3D processors from perspectives of floorplanning, memory manage-
ent, and task scheduling. We aim to extract the main ideas of these

hermal-aware design techniques, and highlight their similarities and
ifferences. Note that there are already some surveys on 3D processors
n the literatures [24,53–57] . Compared with these existing surveys, the
ovel contributions of this paper are summarized below. 

• Unlike the surveys [24,53–55] that mainly focus on 3D processor ar-
chitecture design, or the surveys [56,57] that ignore the exploration
of memory management, this paper reviews the literatures related to
3D processors from system level perspectives of architecture design,
floorplanning, memory management, and task scheduling. 

• We give a detailed introduction to new research works (around 70%)
that are not contained in these existing surveys [24,53–57] for 3D
processors. These new works reflect the recent progress in research
and development of thermal-aware optimization of 3D processor de-
sign. 

• All the existing surveys [24,53–57] fail to provide a systematic classi-
fication of the thermal-aware optimization research. In this paper, a
398 
systematic classification method is presented to embody most of the
research directions for thermal-aware 3D processor optimization. 

Organization: Fig. 1 demonstrates the organization of this paper. As
hown in the figure, we first review works on 3D processor architecture
esign in Section 2 , and present the works exploring thermal character-
stics of the constructed 3D processors in Section 3 . We then survey the
iteratures on thermal-aware floorplanning in Section 4 . In Section 5 we
ummarize the works on thermal-aware memory management while in
ection 6 we outline the works on thermal-aware task scheduling. In
ections 4 –6 , we organize these research works into different categories
o show similarities and dissimilarities of various thermal-aware opti-
ization techniques. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper. 

. 3D processor architecture design 

In this section, we summarize 3D processor architectures to demon-
trate how to construct a 3D processor by using 3D stacking tech-
ology. These 3D processor architectures include stacking main mem-
ry architecture that concentrates on processor-main memory de-
ign ( Section 2.1 ); stacking cache architecture that stacks one proces-
or layer and multiple cache layers ( Section 2.2 ); stacking cache+core
rchitecture that stacks multiple cache/core layers ( Section 2.3 ); and
ther 3D processor architecture ( Section 2.4 ). 

.1. Stacking main memory architecture 

Wang et al. [58] explored the resistance drift in a multi-level cell
hase change memory (MLC PCM) and proposed a novel 3D architec-
ure to decrease the drift-related soft errors. As shown in Fig. 2 , four PCM
ayers, one DRAM layer, and one processor layer are vertically stacked.
his architecture is based on the observation that one can reconfigure
he PCM read circuit instead of inserting error correction codes or using
arge margins to tolerate most resistance drift errors. Based on this ob-
ervation, the PCM read circuit in the proposed 3D architecture is recon-
gured for the purpose of tolerating resistance drift errors. Evaluations
how that compared to the benchmarking PCM designs, the proposed
rchitecture achieves 10 6 times of error rate reduction. 

Lee et al. [59] proposed a novel 3D stacked DRAM architecture. By
aking full use of the bandwidth offered by TSVs, the proposed archi-

ecture can concurrently access multiple DRAM layers. When the DRAM
ayers are simultaneously transferring data, these DRAM layers should
oordinate with each other in order to prevent channel contention. The
uthors proposed two coordination solutions: one is Dedicated-I/O, and
he other is Cascaded-I/O. By allocating each DRAM layer to multiple
edicated TSVs, Dedicated-I/O achieves the statical TSV partition. How-
ver, this scheme has two disadvantages. First, each layer should be
esigned nonuniformly, which will increase manufacturing overheads.
econd, the energy consumption of DRAM achieved by this scheme is
inearly related to the number of DRAM layers. The second solution,
ascaded-I/O, overcomes the above disadvantages by time-multiplexing
ll TSVs. Simulation results show that compared with a baseline 3D
RAM architecture, the presented design achieves up to 55% perfor-
ance improvement and 18% energy reduction. 

Liu et al. [61] presented a 3D multicore processor architecture that is
pecifically designed to solve operational and data path problems in bio-
ogical sequence analysis. The developed processor architecture has the
bility to make the array of processing elements that make up a core
econfigurable, and efficiently interconnect shared buffers for achiev-
ng congestion minimization and throughput maximization. As shown
n Fig. 3 , every core is associated with two DRAM controllers which
re interfaced with the dedicated external DRAM channels. The inte-
rated sequencer is utilized to route local access of a core to DRAM
anks, while the circuit-switching bus is utilized to route remote access
f the core to DRAM banks. During the data preparation phase, the host
rst performs data writing to these DRAM banks and then programs the
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Fig. 1. Organization of the paper by section. 

Fig. 2. A time/temperature-aware 3D processor architecture [58] . 
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Fig. 3. A reconfigurable 3D many-core processor [60] . 

Fig. 4. An overview of the processing-in-memory architecture [62] . 
ntegrated sequencer. During the application processing phase, the inte-
rated sequencer wisely manages the core and DRAM controllers such
hat this processing phase can be accelerated. After application process-
ng is completed, the output will be stored in DRAM banks and read back
y the host. Experimental results show that the proposed 3D multicore
rocessor design can achieve up to 40 times speedup. 

Tang et al. [62] proposed a realistic processing-in-memory 3D DRAM
rchitecture. The presented design, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , is based on
ybrid memory cube (HMC) that is composed of numerous vaults. Ev-
ry vault is equipped with a dedicated controller, and multiple vaults are
ndependent from each other in terms of function and operation. An ex-
sting packet-transmission protocol is utilized to perform the processor-
MC communication. This protocol is interpreted by the HMC inter-

ace, and it supports read/write instructions, several data manipulation
nstructions and data calculation instructions. For reducing system en-
rgy consumption, the lane of the proposed architecture will be config-
red into quarter-width links when the target application needs to be
xecuted. All application instructions are then fetched from the stacked
emory layer, and executed on the logic layer. After application execu-

ion is finished, the lane will be recovered as full-duplex serialized links.
399 
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Fig. 5. The energy-efficient DRAM controller [60] . 
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imulation results reveal that the presented 3D DRAM architecture can
ain 1.3 times speedup on average and achieve 13% energy saving. 

Liu et al. [60] proposed an energy-efficient controller design for 3D
tacked DRAM. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , the presented controllers are
he interfaces between the logic layer and the memory layers that are
tacked vertically on top of the logic layer. The global controller adopts
ommand scheduling and rank interleaving techniques to implement
ssuing commands in parallel. Utilizing block-in-block-out scheme in-
tead of first-in-first-out method, the latency of read/write operation
an be greatly reduced even if rank controllers are busy. A rank con-
roller manages local rank segments and issues commands to each bank
hrough TSVs. When a bank is idle, the rank controller will put this bank
nto sleep mode for power saving. Evaluation results demonstrate that
he presented DRAM controller design decreases task execution time by
0.8%, improves bandwidth utilization by 66.89%, and reduces energy
onsumption by 27.18%. 

.2. Stacking cache architecture 

Azarkhish et al. [63] focused on the cache design to reduce memory
ccess time through exploiting the advantages of 3D stacking technol-
gy. The authors presented a scalable and synthesizable 3D-nonuniform
2 memory access architecture where several L2 memory dies with
ame layouts and a processor die are vertically stacked. Due to highly
ipelined, this design can achieve high clock frequencies and multiple
n-flight transactions. The authors implemented the proposed architec-
ure by using the STM CMOS-28-nm technology. Experimental results
emonstrate that the developed architecture can operate at 500 MHz
lock frequency and obtain 34% average performance boost. 

Kang et al. [64] proposed a power-efficient 3D on-chip interconnect
or a multicore cluster. Fig. 6 (a) shows a schematic view of the multicore
luster with 3D L2 cache. As illustrated in the figure, the multicore clus-
er includes multiple cores, and each core is equipped with its own data
aches and private L1 instruction. The multi-banked stacked L2 cache
s composed of multiple SRAM banks. All stacked SRAM banks are con-
ected through the 3D mesh-of-tree (MoT) interconnect. Fig. 6 (b) shows
 geometry view of the 3D multicore cluster. MoT interconnect is located
n the middle of the core layer, which well balances the memory access
atency from each core. The new design of routing switch for 3D MoT in-
erconnects can make the interconnects reconfigurable to support power
ating of processing cores, cache memory banks, and the corresponding
nterconnect links. This reconfigurability allows to adjust power states
f the interconnects to application’s characteristics such as scalability
or parallelism and L2 cache demand. 

Kong et al. [65] utilized monolithic 3D (M3D) integration technology
o design tag arrays and data arrays for last-level caches. Fig. 7 shows
he proposed two architecture designs. In the first design, as shown in
ig. 7 (a), the M3D technology is applied to construct tag arrays. The
400 
RAM tag arrays are stacked vertically on top of the logic die that con-
ists of multiple cores and the L2 cache for each core. The capacity of
DRAM cache is deemed to be 256MB, and six layers are stacked to im-
lement 24MB SRAM tag arrays. In the second design, as illustrated in
ig. 7 (b), the M3D technology is applied to construct data arrays. The
apacity of cache data arrays is assumed to be 64MB, and sixteen SRAM
ata array layers with the capacity of each layer being 4MB are stacked
bove the processor core die. Experimental results show that compared
o benchmarking TSV-based 3D SRAM array architectures, the proposed
wo designs can reduce energy consumption by up to 1.7% and 79.1%,
espectively. 

Nasri et al. [66] explored the use of 3D integration technology to
educe system power consumption. The authors proposed to replace
onventional L2 cache designs with spin-transfer torque random access
emory (STT-RAM) as on-chip L2 caches. This proposal is based on the

bservation that the static power consumption of STT-RAM is very close
o zero due to its non-volatile nature. Therefore, STT-RAM based cache
esigns can implement dramatic reduction in overall system power con-
umption even though the technology scaling stops or the core number
eeps constant. Given this, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , the authors devel-
ped a 3D architecture that stacks a processor layer consisting of 16
ores and a cache layer consisting of 16 STT-RAM cache banks by us-
ng TSVs. Experiment results show that compared to the traditional L2
ache design, the proposed design achieves 51% reduction in system en-
rgy consumption as well as 37% improvement in energy delay product
hile only incurring 12% degradation in instruction per cycle. 

.3. Stacking cache+core architecture 

Zhang et al. [67] illustrated a 3D cache resource pooling architec-
ure. As shown in Fig. 9 (a), in the presented architecture four layers
here each stacked layer contains a private 1MB L2 cache and four cores
re vertically placed on the stacked DRAM layers. Fig. 9 (b) illustrates the
ache resource pooling. The cache pooling consists of vertically adjacent
aches connected by TSVs, and a shared memory controller is utilized
o connect all the private L2 caches. As a result, on-chip communication
s achieved by using a shared memory. Experimental results show that
ompared with benchmarking 3D designs, the presented cache resource
ooling architecture can improve 40.4% energy-delay-area product. 

Joardar et al. [68] proposed a 3D network-on-chip (NoC) archi-
ecture that enables high-performance collective communication. As
hown in Fig. 10 , each processor tile in the developed architecture is
quipped with a primary data-transfer router and an SMART hop setup
equests (SSR) router. In addition to the SSR mesh connectivity, the con-
rol network also incorporates single-bit multi-drop pre-SSR wires. Every
MART hop contains four router pipeline stages, that is, local arbitra-
ion for messages, pre-SSR transmission and arbitration for single-bit
re-cursor requests, SSR transmission for detailed bypass requests, and
ingle-cycle multi-hop link data traversal. Experimental results show
hat compared with the existing 3D NoCs based on Path and Tree mul-
icast, the proposed 3D NoC design reduces 65% and 31% network la-
ency, respectively. 

Das et al. [69] explored energy-efficient architecture design for M3D-
ased NoCs (as illustrated in Fig. 11 ). The authors focused on optimiz-
ng the placements of links and routers to guarantee optimal achiev-
ble performance. The best router and link placement is explored uti-
izing a machine-learning optimization solution STAGE. The basic idea
f STAGE is to take advantages of the past experience in problem-
olving (i.e., local search runs) to generate an evaluation function that
as the ability to perform the initial state quality prediction in each
teration. The obtained evaluation function is then utilized to select
everal optimal initial states for the iteration. As larger design space
hrough local search runs are explored, the accuracy of the learned
valuation function can be significantly improved. Experimental results
how that compared to traditional mesh-based NoCs, the proposed M3D-
ased NoC lowers 32% energy-delay-product. In addition, the presented
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Fig. 6. A 3D multicore cluster with MoT interconnect: (a) schematic view; (b) geometric view [64] . 

Fig. 7. A baseline 3D stacking cache architec- 
ture [65] . 

Fig. 8. An overview of the STT-RAM based 3D architecture [66] . 
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Fig. 9. A 3D cache resource pooling architecture [67] . 

Fig. 10. The 3D NoC architecture presented in [68] . 
3D-based NoC can also achieve average 28% energy-delay-product re-
uction compared to TSV-based counterparts. 

Wang et al. [70] proposed a novel hierarchical 3D NoC architecture
hich enables thermal-aware task migration at runtime. The whole net-
ork hierarchy of the presented 3D NoC architecture can be divided

nto three levels. In the first-level network, circuit switching technique
s utilized to connect nodes to form planar rings. In the second-level
etwork, these planar rings are stacked vertically to construct cubes. In
he third-level network, cubes are connected to each other to build the
ntire network. Routing is also achieved in a hierarchical way. To be
pecific, routing paths are first established within rings, and then the
ata that has to pass through the rings or cubes is transferred by using
401 
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Fig. 11. An illustration of the 3D NoC architecture with M3D integration [69] . 

Fig. 12. A cryptographic co-processor is stacked on the main processor [28] . 
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Fig. 13. A hybrid 3D processor architecture [23] . 
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imension-order routing technology. The main advantage of this routing
olution is that the tasks that need to be migrated can be moved around
he rings without increasing communication distance. Simulation results
how that compared to benchmarking 3D NoCs built on mesh topologies,
he proposed hierarchical 3D NoC architecture can reduce communica-
ion latency by up to 80%. 

.4. Other 3D processor architecture 

Valamehr et al. [28] focused on the 3D architecture design from the
erspective of performance and security needs. The authors proposed a
ovel architecture where a cryptographic co-processor is placed on the
op of a commodity microprocessor by using 3D stacking technology (see
ig. 12 ). The authors investigated the security ramifications of the pro-
osed 3D crypto co-processor. Various security threats are outlined, and
ow the 3D crypto co-processor alleviates these attacks is analyzed. Sim-
lation results show that in addition to gaining high throughput and
upporting cryptographic functions, the proposed 3D architectures can
ffectively alleviate some attacks, such as time-driven side channel at-
acks, memory remanence attacks, and access-driven cache side channel
ttacks. 

Sepulveda et al. [71] observed that the TSV communication between
tacked layers in multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) can be mod-
fied, spied and even denied by vertical communication manipulation.
iven this, the authors proposed a security architecture, namely 3D-
eukoNoC. 3D-LeukoNoC consists of three main components: a) Rec-
gnizers, which are utilized to filter data, b) quality-of-service routers,
hich offer guaranteed quality-of-service, c) lymphocyte-B, which man-
ges the configuration of the recognizers and quality-of-service routers
nd allocates TSVs. 3D-LeukoNoC prevents 3D MPSoC from being at-
acked by two ways. First, it can block malicious traffic by using the
ecognizers. Second, it can manage the inter-layer and intra-layer com-
unication by using lymphocyte-B and quality-of-service routers at run

ime. 
402 
Although the proposed architecture 3D-LeukoNoC in [71] has the
bility to prevent the 3D MPSoC from being attacked, it may incur per-
ormance degradation with the increase in islands on the 3D MPSoC. To
uarantee both security and performance, Sepulveda et al. [72] further
eveloped a scalable and distributed 3D-NoC-based security architec-
ure 3D-SECTSV. 3D-SECTSV mainly consists of four key components:
) Recognizers, which are utilized to filter data, b) security and qual-
ty routers, which ensure security and quality services, c) security TSV
nterface, which assigns the data on the TSVs and controls the configu-
ation of the recognizers as well as security and quality routers, and d)
econfiguration and security manager module. 3D-SECTSV can achieve
he protection for 3D MPSoC by blocking malicious traffic, controlling
he intra-layer communication, and isolating sensitive traffic while guar-
nteing system performance. 

Chen and Jha [23] focused on designing a low-power 3D processor
rchitecture. The authors found that the power consumption of general-
urpose CPUs could be significantly lowered with the help of specialized
ccelerators. As a result, additional computational components can be
owered by the saved power such that better performance is delivered.
he authors proposed a 3D hybrid architecture where a DRAM layer and
n FPGA layer are vertically stacked on a CPU layer (see Fig. 13 ). Due
o high flexibility and power efficiency, FPGAs are ideal candidates to
chieve low-power computation. The FPGA layer has the ability to sup-
ort multiple accelerators. It can directly access the data stored in CPU
aches through a well established communication mechanism. There-
ore, switches between the FPGA layer and CPU layer can be extremely
ast. Simulation results show that the proposed 3D hybrid architecture
chieves significant reduction in power consumption. 

.5. Summary and discussion 

This section reviews works related to 3D processors from an archi-
ectural design perspective. These works show that stacking main mem-
ry architecture, stacking cache architecture, and stacking cache+core
rchitecture are the three most popular 3D processor design solutions,
hich offer significant advantages over traditional 2D processor design

olutions. In addition to the three common designs, several novel het-
rogeneous integration architectures, such as the stacking FPGA-CPU
esign, are also proposed. However, 3D stacking technology is likely
o result in high chip power density and limited heat dissipation paths,
oth of which may incur severe thermal issues for 3D processors. Given
his, in the next section, we will outline thermal characteristics of the
onstructed 3D processors. 

. Thermal characteristics of 3D processors 

In this section, we show the works that focus on exploring the ther-
al characteristics of 3D processors. 
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.1. Thermal characteristic exploration 

Loi et al. [73] compared the performance of 3D processors to that
f conventional 2D processors under thermal constraints. The authors
ound that 3D processors achieve significant improvement on memory
us width and frequency, which indicates that task execution time on
D processors can be substantially reduced. Moreover, the performance
mprovement of memory intensive applications executed on 3D proces-
ors is much larger than that of conventional 2D processors when both
D processors and 3D processors increase their core operating frequen-
ies. Further, the authors obtained thermal profiles of cores with con-
ideration of the temperature-dependent leakage power consumption.
he thermal profiles show that the maximal core operating frequency
f 3D processors is lower than that of 2D processors under same peak
emperature constraint. 

By carefully conducting thermal simulations, Zhou et al. [52] showed
hat vertically adjacent layers of 3D processors are with strong tempera-
ure correlations. The authors further observed that not only the cores in
he vertical direction have strong temperature correlations, but also the
emperatures of cores that are far from the heat sink are usually higher
han that of those cores close to the heat sink. This is mainly because the
ores close to the heat sink can dissipate heat more quickly than other
ores away from the heat sink. 

Chatterjee et al. [74] studied the thermal coupling in 3D processors
here a processor die containing several cores and a cache die con-

aining an SRAM array are vertically stacked. The authors showed that
he core power and core temperature have a significant impact on the
ache temperature. Since applications executing on cores may be time-
arying, power and temperatures of cores are likely to fluctuate over
ime. As a result, SRAM blocks in the cache of the 3D architecture have
igh spatial and temporal temperature variations. The high tempera-
ure and temperature variations will incur 30% performance degrada-
ion, two times increase in array leakage, and accelerated device aging.
n addition, the authors found that spatial and temporal variations in
RAM block performance can be formulated a function of core power
ariations. 

From the perspective of Amdahl’s law, Yavits et al. [38] studied the
hermal effects on scalability and performance of 3D processors. Un-
ike actually measuring temperature, the authors focused on qualita-
ive trend analysis. By carefully choosing analytical models, the authors
ound that the peak temperature of 3D processors grows with core num-
er and task parallelism. This leads to the fact that cores of 3D processors
ay reach their temperature limits before violating power constraints.
oreover, the authors showed that the peak temperatures of cores are

ikely to exceed the temperature limit of the DRAM vertically stacked
n the core layers, which complicates processor-DRAM integration and
educes the scalability of 3D processors. 

Tavakkoli et al. [75] investigated several key thermal attributes of
D processors. The authors found that when more processing is done by
he device layer closest to the heat sink, 3D processors exhibit best per-
ormance in reducing hotspot temperature. Within a device layer, the
neven power distribution among processors will result in the deteri-
ration of hotspot temperature. At the same power density, increasing
he ratio of processor area to the total chip area can efficiently reduce
otspot temperature for both the uniform TSV arrangement and the cen-
ralized TSV arrangement. However, when the ratio is greater than 40%,
he performance achieved by the uniform TSV arrangement is superior
o that of the centralized TSV arrangement, but when the ratio is less
han 40%, the performance achieved by the centralized TSV arrange-
ent is superior to that of the uniform TSV arrangement. 

Knechtel et al. [76] observed that peak temperatures of 3D proces-
ors have a close relationship to the number of stacked layers. To be
pecific, the peak temperatures achieved by the GSRC and IBM-HB+
enchmarks performed on the three-layer 3D processor are 2.1 and 1.4
imes higher than those performed on the two-layer 3D processor, re-
pectively. The peak temperatures achieved by the GSRC and IBM-HB+
403 
enchmarks performed on the four-layer 3D processor are 3.1 and 2.1
imes higher than those performed on the two-layer 3D processor, re-
pectively. Although there exists a thermal path toward the package,
he authors found that most of heat generated by the layers away from
he heat sink can only be dissipated through the heat sink. Therefore, a
arge amount of heat should overcome the “thermal barrier ” caused by
he bonding thermal resistance between layers. 

.2. Summary and discussion 

This section reviews works from the perspective of thermal charac-
eristic exploration of 3D processors. These works indicate that while
D stacking technology offers many advantages, the benefits from this
echnology may be potentially offset by thermal issues that significantly
ffect chip performance. Therefore, it is crucial to design effective ther-
al management mechanisms for 3D processors. In the next sections,
 system level approach from the perspectives of floorplanning, mem-
ry management and task scheduling is utilized to summarize thermal-
ware optimization techniques that can be adopted to alleviate thermal
ssues for 3D processors. 

. Thermal-aware floorplanning 

In this section, we summarize the works on thermal-aware 3D IC
oorplanning methods that can be utilized to guide the early design
f 3D processors. These methods includes thermal through-the-silicon
ia (TTSV) insertion based floorplanning ( Section 4.1 ), force-directed
echnique based floorplanning ( Section 4.2 ), meta-heuristic based floor-
lanning ( Section 4.3 ), and other floorplanning approach ( Section 4.4 ).

.1. TTSV insertion based floorplanning 

Song and Zhang [77] proposed an efficient TTSV placement method
o achieve peak temperature minimization for 3D ICs. Due to the dif-
culty in simultaneously optimizing the heat flows in all directions,
he TTSV floorplanning is separated into two parts: one is the vertical
TSV floorplanning and the other is the horizontal TTSV floorplanning.
he vertical TTSV floorplanning is formulated as a convex programming
roblem to implement the allocation of vias to different layers. The hor-
zontal TTSV floorplanning that is designed based on the techniques of
ath counting and heat propagation optimizes the process of assign-
ng vias within one layer to different tiles. At each TTSV floorplanning
evel, the TTSV floorplanning scheme implements iterative alternation
etween vertical TTSV distribution and horizontal TTSV distribution.
valuation results present that compared to benchmarking floorplan-
ing schemes, the presented method can reduce the number of TTSVs
y up to 68% with similar runtime for achieving the required tempera-
ure. 

Li et al. [78] presented a TTSV insertion based algorithm to reallo-
ate whitespace for 3D ICs. The proposed algorithm jointly optimizes
he number of TTSVs, total wirelength, and performance in microarchi-
ecture such that i) the required temperature can be reached by using
TSVs as few as possible, ii) the total wirelength is not significantly
nlarged, and iii) the performance estimation of the design is not se-
iously degraded. To achieve a tradeoff among these optimization ob-
ectives, the requirements of TTSV number are first estimated based on
n explicit thermal profile model. Then, TTSV requirements and other
wo optimization objectives are formulated as linear programming prob-
ems for simultaneously dealing with multiple optimization objectives
nd constraints. Simulation results reveal that the presented algorithm
an reduce the number of TTSVs and total wirelength by 14% and 2%,
espectively. At the same time, the results also demonstrate that the
lgorithm can redcue the number of TTSVs by 60% while keeping per-
ormance constant. 

Wen et al. [79] presented a novel TTSV insertion technique for 3D
oorplanning. In the beginning, a power density clustering approach is
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tilized to cluster all modules and place every module cluster to one
f the regions that are partitioned by via-channels for the purpose of
andling large-scale designs. The via-channel is only introduced to sim-
lify the complexity of TTSV insertion. After modules are placed, in or-
er to satisfy temperature constraints, the positions of to-be-inserted
TSVs are iteratively determined by adopting a fast analytical compu-
ation technique combined with a precise heat model. The basic idea of
his technique is to insert extra TTSVs near the critical position where
eak temperature occurs such that the heat at that critical space can be
uickly released. Experimental results demonstrate that the presented
pproach achieves remarkable peak temperature reduction with an ac-
eptable amount of TTSVs. 

Budhathoki et al. [80] proposed a two-stage 3D floorplanning solu-
ion. The first stage is designed to optimize packing area, total wire-
ength, and signal through-the-silicon vias (STSVs) using an existing 3D
oorplanning tool Corblivar. The second stage is the thermal assess-
ent, which aims to meet the thermal constraints by using as few TTSVs

s possible. In this stage, an iterative TTSVs deployment algorithm is uti-
ized to modify the thermal conductivity of design regions that exhibit
ocal maximum temperatures. This algorithm will not terminate until
he chip peak temperature is no more than the specified threshold tem-
erature. Experimental results demonstrate that the presented floorplan-
ing solution reduces peak temperature by 100°K at 0.5% TTSV density.

.2. Force-directed technique based floorplanning 

Zhou et al. [81] developed a force-directed technique based 3D floor-
lanning solution. The solution consists of two parts: one is the global
lacement and the other is the legalization. To be specific, an initial 3D
ayout is first generated by spreading blocks laterally in the 2D plane,
nd then the positions of these blocks are optimized in continuous 3D
pace. A 3D force-directed optimization with layer assignment algorithm
ill be invoked once the sum of overlapping areas between blocks is

educed to a specified threshold. After several iterations of the algo-
ithm, the blocks are uniformly placed between layers and within lay-
rs. After the global placement part, a multilayer packing solution with
ew residual overlaps is generated. In order to produce a feasible place-
ent, the legalization part slightly modifys the solution to obtain a non-

verlapping packing while maintaining the original topological relation-
hips between blocks unchanged. Experimental results show that com-
ared to benchmarking floorplanning solutions, the proposed scheme
an reduce chip area, total wirelength, via count and peak temperature
y 6%, 16%, 22%, and 6%, respectively. 

Huang et al. [82] proposed a three-stage 3D floorplanning method
y utilizing the force-directed technique. The first stage is the lateral
preading where modules can only be moved laterally. When the to-
al area of modules reaches a specified threshold, this stage will stop
nd output a 2D floorplanning solution. An existing thermal tool ISAC
s utilized in this stage to implement the calculation of lateral thermal
orce. The second stage is the 3D simultaneous spreading, which spreads
odules from 2D space to 3D continuous space. This stage utilizes an

fficient method that is developed based on power density and 2D ther-
al analysis technique to derive the thermal force. The third stage is

n iterative layer allocation and global spreading process, which imple-
ents the assignment of modules to chip layers. This stage generates an

ptimal solution with better thermal distribution and smaller chip area.
valuation results reveal that the presented 3D floorplanning approach
veragely reduces the temperature by 8% and runtime by 10.7% with
o more than 3% increase in chip area and wirelength. 

Kim et al. [83] proposed a three-stage 3D floorplanning solution
ased on force-directed technique. The first stage is the initial place-
ent that performs the calculation of initial cell locations by using force-
irected quadratic placement method. The second stage is the global
lacement the aims to reduce the number of cell overlaps by utilizing
he move fore and the hold force. Since rapid cell movement may re-
uce the global placement quality, the process of removing overlaps is
404 
radually implemented. The global placement stops when the remain-
ng cell overlap amount is no more than the predefined overlap rate.
he third stage is the detailed placement that utilizes an existing placer

ntegrated in the tool of Cadence system-on-chip Encounter to perform
etailed cell placement. Experimental results demonstrate that the con-
tructed 3D ICs using the presented floorplanning approach can shorten
he wirelength by up to 25% compared to traditional 2D ICs. 

Athikulwongse et al. [84] proposed two effective heuristics that im-
lement force-directed temperature-aware placement. The first heuris-
ic is a through-the-silicon via (TSV) spread-alignment method which
s designed based on two thermal properties of TSVs. First, TSVs oc-
upy placement areas while consuming no power. Second, TSVs dissi-
ate most of the heat via the polymer adhesive between layers. Based
n the two thermal characteristics, the TSV spread-alignment method
chieves uniform thermal conductivity by laterally spreading TSVs in
ach layer while increasing vertical overlaps between TSVs across mul-
iple layers in a 3D stack by perturbing TSV positions. The second heuris-
ic is a thermal coupling-aware placement method, which is developed
ased on the observation that the temperature at a certain position is
elated to its thermal conductivity and power density. It uses thermal
onductivity-based force to place the logic cells on each layer while uti-
izing power density-based force to position TSVs. Experimental simu-
ations show that compared to benchmarking methods, the presented
euristics can shorten the routed wirelength at a similar temperature,
r reduce the temperature under similar routed wirelength. 

.3. Meta-heuristic based floorplanning 

Cuesta et al. [85] focused on jointly minimizing the peak temper-
ture and total wirelength of 3D ICs. Since simultaneously achieving
he minimization of the two objectives is NP-hard, the authors decom-
osed the original multi-objective optimization problem into two sub-
roblems: minimizing the peak temperature and minimizing the total
irelength. After an accurate analysis of 3D IC thermal behaviors, the
uthors formulated two mixed integer linear program (MILP) problems,
nd utilized an existing MILP solver to solve the formulated problems.
lthough MILP is a feasible technique, the MILP based algorithm will
ecome complicated as the problem size increases. Given this, the au-
hors developed two straightforward multiobjective evolutionary algo-
ithms (MOEAs) in [36] to replace the MILP technique. MOEAs are
tochastic optimization heuristic algorithms that adopt the population
enetics to explore the solution space for a given problem. The oper-
tions of selection, crossover, and mutation are used to generate a set
f solutions that are conducive to obtain the best solution. In [86] , the
uthors further utilized MOEAs to optimize the placement of TSVs and
unctional units. Experimental results show that MOEAs can achieve a
etter tradeoff between the quality of solutions and the runtime required
o derive these solutions. 

Dash et al. [87] presented an evolutionary computation based floor-
lanning approach to achieve peak temperature minimization for 3D
oCs. The basic idea is to separate the heat sources from each other as
uch as possible while placing them as close as possible to the layer

dges such that heat can be dispersed across the whole layers. The pro-
osed floorplanning solution is achieved by two stages. At the first stage,
n original floorplan that ignores the thermal properties of functional
nits is generated. At the second stage, MOEA is utilized to obtain an
ptimized floorplan based on the original floorplan. First, the operations
f selection, crossover, and mutation in MOEA are applied to the orig-
nal floorplan to obtain a floorplan set that takes thermal properties of
unctional units into consideration. Then, the floorplan with best fitness
alue is selected as the candidate floorplan, and the corresponding ther-
al diagrams are derived for every layer. The above two procedures at

his stage will be repeated until the stopping criterion is satisfied. At
he end of the second stage, an optimal floorplan with minimal on-chip
eak temperature is generated. 
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Saha and Sur-Kolay [88] proposed a MOEA based scheme to per-
orm the TSV placement and assignment for jointly optimizing the power
ensity, wire congestion, TSV boundary distance and inter-layer wire-
ength. In the presented scheme, an initial floorplanning is first gener-
ted in which device layers with intra-layer routing interconnects are
entatively placed. Then, TSV candidate locations, inter-layer net co-
rdinates, and the power profiles and wire congestion profiles of each
evice layer are collected. Based on these collected information, MOEA
s utilized to generate the optimal TSV positions and the best assignment
f TSVs to inter-layer nets. Experimental results show that average per-
ormance of the four objectives achieved by the presented solution is
t the allowable range, and convergence time required by the proposed
cheme is reasonable. 

Chen and Ruan [89] proposed a 3D floorplanning method to enhance
hip reliability and thermal dissipation. First, 2D modules are grouped
nto several clusters, and a module cluster with high power density will
e allocated to the layer near the heat sink. Second, the position of
ach module is derived by utilizing simulated annealing for jointly min-
mizing total wirelength, chip area, and STSV density of every cluster.
hird, STSVs are placed to suitable locations for enhancing chip reli-
bility by using a redundant STSV insertion algorithm and a modified
ord-Fulkerson algorithm. Finally, the optimal number of TTSVs are de-
ermined for guaranteing the peak temperature constraint and reducing
he cost of TTSVs. Experimental results present that compared to bench-
arking floorplanning solutions, the proposed 3D floorplanning method

an effectively improve chip reliability and reduce peak temperature by
sing a minimal number of TTSVs. 

Lin et al. [90] proposed a four-stage 3D floorplanning algorithm
hat has the ability to handle different types of modules simultaneously.
he first stage is the layer assignment that assigns all modules to dif-
erent layers by utilizing simulated annealing technique. The second
tage is the global distribution that adopts an analytical based method
o distribute each module across its placement region with consider-
tion of optimizing total chip wirelength. The third stage is the local
egalization that utilizes integer linear programming technique to de-
ermine the exact location or the shape of each module if the module is
 soft module or a folding module. The fourth stage is the monolithic
nter-tier via or TSV assignment that uses network flow algorithms to
erform the allocation of monolithic inter-tier vias or TSVs to proper
hitespace. 

Tabrizi et al. [91] proposed a force-directed simulated annealing
ased 3D floorplanning framework. Unlike the standard simulated an-
ealing that selects a random neighbor solution to replace the current
olution, the operation of the new solution selection in the presented
ramework is performed in a probabilistic way. That is, both the accep-
ance of a move and the selection of a new solution are based on the
robability that is specified by the molecular force modeled systems.
he presented framework can be further modified for thermal-aware
D floorplanning, the basic idea of which is to move the cells in the re-
ions with high temperatures to the regions with low temperatures by
erforming thermal force calculation. Experimental results show that,
ithout sacrificing the quality of solution, the execution time of the
roposed solution can be dramatically reduced since the force-directed
ove method accelerates the convergence speed. 

Knechtel et al. [76] extended the existing 3D floorplanning tool Cor-
livar that adopts simulated annealing techniques to tackle the prob-
ems of multi-objective 3D IC floorplanning optimization. The devel-
ped method first determines the contiguity (i.e., spatial relationship)
etween modules for a given floorplanning layout. Then, the system-
evel timing of the layout is evaluated, and the resulting feasible volt-
ge for each module is derived. Next, a bottom-up procedure of merg-
ng modules into all candidate voltage-volume arrangements is imple-
ented. This procedure adopts heuristic yet efficient pruning techniques

uch that the proposed approach can be readily integrated into Corbli-
ar’s inner loop with no prohibitive increase in computational efforts.
inally, a top-down process is performed to choose the optimal subset
405 
f voltage volumes with consideration of design constraints (e.g., fixed
utlines and critical delays). 

.4. Other floorplanning approach 

Li et al. [92] proposed a thermal-aware power/ground (P/G) TSV
lanning method. First, an initial P/G grid without TSVs for every layer
s constructed, and the analysis of initial thermal and the calculation of
esistance of each metal wire are performed. Second, sensitivity estima-
ion grids on every layer are created and the whitespace between blocks
or every layer is swept. Third, the sensitivity of the midpoint of each
rid is derived for the purpose of guiding the subsequent TSV insertion
rocess. Fourth, TSVs are inserted into the P/G network, and the over-
ll IR drop under the updated thermal profiles is calculated. The above
rocess from the second step to the fourth step will continue until the
oltage of each node is no less than a specified threshold or the over-
ll IR drop no longer decreases. Evaluation results demonstrate that the
resented P/G TSV planning approach not only decreases the number
f violated nodes by 82.4%, but also improves maximum IR drop by
2.3%. 

Xu and Chen [93] proposed an efficient thermal analysis method
or fixed-outline 3D floorplanning. First, the thermal distributions of all
locks located at different positions are simulated before floorplanning.
econd, bilinear interpolation technique is utilized to achieve quick tem-
erature estimation during floorplanning according to the simulated
hermal profiles. Third, a probability-based whitespace redistribution
lgorithm is performed before subsequent TSVs insertion to balance the
hitespace distribution for the specified floorplan. Finally, a heuristic,

ombining wirelength and temperature minimization with the shortest
ath and min-cost-max-flow, is utilized to allocate the TSVs. Evaluation
esults reveal that the presented approach reduces 6.7% peak tempera-
ure on average with shorter runtime compared with the benchmarking
chemes for 3D fixed-outline floorplanning. 

Knechtel and Sinanoglu [94] proposed a novel floorplanning
ethodology to tackle the problem of thermal leakage of secret com-
utation/activity patterns within 3D ICs. The authors found that TSV
istributions and power density distributions are two main factors that
etermine the correlation between activity/power patterns and thermal
ehaviours. Given this, the basic idea of the presented 3D floorplan-
ing methodology is to decorrelate the thermal behaviour from under-
ying activity/power patterns. During the iterative floorplanning, sev-
ral 3D floorplans that have smaller correlations coefficients and spa-
ial entropies are remarked as possible optimal solutions with respect to
hermal leakage, while the final best solution also takes other metrics
uch as critical delays and wirelength into consideration. Experimental
esults reveal that compared to benchmarking power-aware floorplan-
ing solutions, the proposed floorplanning methodology achieves aver-
ge 13.22% reduction in peak temperature while only increasing 1.08%
irelength and 5.38% power consumption. 

.5. Summary and discussion 

This section reviews works from the perspective of thermal-aware
D IC floorplanning in order to guide the 3D processor design. These
orks indicate that wirelength and temperature are two key concerns

n the 3D IC design phase. A closer placement of the components will
esult in shorter wirelength but higher temperature because the heat
f each component is difficult to dissipate. Likewise, the farther apart
he components, the lower the temperature, but the longer the wire-
ength. As a result, it is necessary to consider the joint optimization of
irelength and temperature, instead of only taking one of them into
ccount at early design time. TTSV insertion, force-directed technique,
nd meta-heuristic are the three most commonly adopted floorplanning
ethods for achieving a better tradeoff between shortening wirelength

nd lowering temperature. 
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Table 1 

A summary of references focusing on thermal-aware memory management. 

Concentration Reference Method 

Optimization for peak temperature ( Section 5.1 ) [95] Three-step memory mapping 
[96] Adaptive data placement 
[97] Memory address management 

Optimization for throughput ( Section 5.2 ) [98] Memory refresh control 
[99] Circuit design + memory refresh control 
[100] Adaptive cache access mechanisms 
[101] Adaptive thermal-aware routing 

Optimization for energy ( Section 5.3 ) [102] Memory refresh control 
[103] Memory refresh control 
[104] Cache compression 
[105] Energy-aware routing 

Combination optimization for peak Temperature, throughput, and energy ( Section 5.4 ) [106] Bank reordering + bank swapping 
[107] Temperature prediction based liquid cooling 
[108] Adaptive cache refresh management 
[109] An integrated solution 
[110] Cool-path based routing solution 
[111] Dynamic buffer allocation 

Optimization for reliability ( Section 5.5 ) [112] Variation-aware wearout management 
[113] Error-correction-code based fault-tolerance 
[114] Error-correction-code organization technique 
[115] Thermal guard-band setting strategy 
[51] Operating point tuning technique 
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. Thermal-aware memory management 

In this section, we review the works on thermal-aware memory
anagement for 3D processors. As listed in Table 1 , these works can

e divided into five categories according to their concentrations: 1)
ptimization for peak temperature ( Section 5.1 ), 2) optimization for

hroughput ( Section 5.2 ), 3) optimization for energy ( Section 5.3 ), 4)
ombination optimization for peak temperature, throughput, and en-
rgy ( Section 5.4 ), and 5) optimization for reliability ( Section 5.5 ). 

.1. Optimization for peak temperature 

Hsieh and Hwang [95] proposed a memory mapping scheme to op-
imize the peak temperature of 3D processors. The proposed algorithm
onsiders both physical level and software level concerns. In physical
evel, a memory allocator should jointly take the power behavior and
hysical location of a memory block into consideration. In software
evel, the temperature of a memory block is in fact dynamically changing
uring program execution. Taking into account the above two aspects,
he proposed memory mapping scheme consists of three steps. The first
tep aims to find candidate memory configurations for a memory system
ith given parameters. The second step analyzes memory requirements
f an application over time, and groups memory blocks with similar be-
aviors in terms of access frequency into several segments. Based on
he above two steps, the third step performs memory mapping by using
ILP techniques for achieving peak temperature minimization. Evalua-

ion results demonstrate that compared to the straightforward mapping
olution, the presented memory mapping method lowers peak tempera-
ure by 17.1 °C and 9.9 °C for single-core systems and multicore systems,
espectively. 

Beigi and Memik [96] proposed an adaptive data placement algo-
ithm to minimize the peak temperature of hybrid caches consisting of
TT-RAM and SRAM. The proposed algorithm first acquires the temper-
ture information of each bank by using on-chip thermal sensors. Based
n the temperature information, banks are then classified into two cate-
ories: one is the semi-hot status and the other is the normal status. For
anks in the normal status, the proposed algorithm performs intra-bank
ata migration; for banks in the semi-hot status, the proposed algorithm
erforms inter-bank data migration. As a result, the data with high ac-
ess frequency will be migrated from hot banks to cool banks with low
406 
ead/write latency such that the access number of hot banks is reduced.
xperimental results show that compared to benchmarking schemes, the
roposed approach can lower the peak temperature by up to 5.6 °C with
1.6% performance improvement and 6.5% power reduction. 

Meng and Coskun [97] proposed a memory address mapping algo-
ithm to jointly optimize the DRAM peak temperature and temperature
ariance of 3D processors. The proposed policy is tailored to memory-
ntensive applications that exhibit spatial variations in the access rates
f DRAM banks. The basic idea of this strategy is to map the memory
ddresses that are frequently accessed to the physical banks that have
ow temperatures during virtual-physical address matching stage. Ac-
ording to the average-case analysis, this memory mapping strategy can
e determined statically and thus incurs no runtime time overheads.
oreover, it can be wisely updated if the average-case workload has a

ramatic change. Experimental results present that the proposed mem-
ry address management algorithm can reduce 1.42 °C DRAM peak tem-
erature and 1.6 °C temperature variations. 

.2. Optimization for throughput 

Guan and Wang [98] found that the peak temperature based all-bank
RAM refresh strategy for 3D processors incurs significant performance
egradation. Given this, the authors proposed a novel temperature-
ware DRAM refresh strategy with consideration of alleviating perfor-
ance penalty. The proposed technique first tracks the temperature of

ach bank, and then adjusts the refresh rate of each bank according to
he tracked bank temperature. To be specific, this technique only re-
reshes the memory banks reaching the peak temperature at a high rate,
hile refreshing the memory banks that do not reach the peak tempera-

ure at a low rate. As a result, this refresh scheme provides more memory
ead/write access, which indicates memory performance is improved.
xperimental results show that system throughput achieved by the pre-
ented approach is up to 12.63% higher than that of the benchmarking
ll-bank refresh strategy. 

By extending the work presented in [98] , Guan et al. [99] further
eveloped a circuit based DRAM refresh scheme. Two circuits including
 temperature setting comparison circuit and a counter updating cir-
uit are designed in order to collect the exact operation temperature of
RAM banks. The authors discussed in detail the hardware overheads
f all key components in two circuits. Extensive simulations are con-
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ucted to validate the effectiveness of the circuit based DRAM refresh
cheme. Simulation results demonstrate that with the help of two de-
igned circuits, the temperature-aware DRAM refresh strategy presented
n [98] achieves a remarkable performance improvement over bench-
arking refresh schemes. 

Xiao et al. [100] proposed a novel design method that can accom-
odate temperature-related delay variations to optimize the average
erformance of last-level cache. The authors demonstrated this method
ith two types of thermally adaptive cache access mechanisms. The first
echanism utilizes the interface between the core and adjacent cache

ank to control the cache access time that is formulated as a function
f temperature. It reduces the number of cache access cycles that are
roportional to temperature drops during application execution, thus
ffectively enhancing cache performance. The second mechanism ad-
usts the operating frequencies of cores and cache to match the time-
arying cache hit time. It attempts to boost the core frequency when
he temperature of vertically adjacent cache bank is low, and maintain
 constant cache access based on the SRAM temperature-delay profile.
xperimental results present that compared to benchmarking schemes
tilizing worst-case design margins, both proposed mechanisms can en-
ance cache performance by more than 20% with extra up to 3% energy
fficiency improvement. 

Jiang et al. [101] designed an adaptive routing scheme for 3D NoCs.
n the presented scheme, the messages that need to be transmitted are
rst routed in the horizontal layer using a 2D intra-layer routing method
ntil they reach the intermediate router, and then vertically moved to
he destination router in other layer. However, these messages may
ot reach the desired intermediate router due to the bad thermal pro-
les of this intermediate router. In this case, the messages will be first
assed down to next layers until a feasible intermediate router is found,
nd then routed again. Since the authors assumed that there are no
verheated routers in the bottom layer that is closest to the heat sink,
essages could be successfully transmitted from the intermediate router

ocated at the bottom layer to the destination router in worst cases. Ex-
erimental results reveal that the developed routing approach can boost
hroughput by up to 56.9%. 

.3. Optimization for energy 

Sadri et al. [102] proposed a memory refresh control based scheme
o optimize the energy consumption of 3D processors. The proposed
cheme considers both peak temperatures and temperate variations of
emory banks in lateral and vertical directions. The authors observed

hat the uniform refresh rate for all memory banks will result in a mass of
otspots and high temperature variations. Based on this observation, the
asic idea of the proposed scheme is to enable each bank to intelligently
elect refresh rate according to its own peak temperature. For the pur-
ose of quantifying the advantages of proposed management scheme, a
irtual infrastructure integrating the whole key features of 3D proces-
ors is built. Experimental results present that the developed memory
efresh approach can reduce the DRAM refresh power by up to 16%. 

Shin et al. [103] presented a memory refresh scheme to improve the
RAM power consumption of 3D processors. The key idea is to map the
age table to a specified physical address space such that memory re-
resh operations of this physical address space can be self-managed by
isely refreshing rows with valid data. However, this idea is difficult

o implement because it requires extensive modifications to the oper-
ting system and system hardware. Given this, the authors divided the
anagement structure of page table into two parts: one for the page
irectory and the other for the page table. As a result, the page table
an point to a specified physical memory address by inspecting the al-
ocated or deallocated the page frame numbers. The main advantage of
his solution is that it only requires a slight modification of the operat-
ng system without the need to modify the underlying system hardware.
valuation results demonstrate that the presented solution reduces the
emory refresh power by up to 98% during idle time, while generat-
407 
ng only 64 KB of DRAM register overhead and 16 KB of SRAM register
verhead. 

Park et al. [104] targeted at optimizing the static energy consump-
ion of 3D processors by using cache compression technique. The authors
xplored the relationship between two factors. One is the whole static
nergy consumed by cores and caches, and the other is the cache com-
ression rate. The authors observed that there exists a best pair of the
wo factors, which indicates that there exists an optimal compression
ate. Based on this observation, the authors presented a cache compres-
ion policy which enables a cache to selectively compress its stored data
ccording to data access frequency. By compressing the cache data with
ess access rather than compressing all cache data, the data decompres-
ion overhead can be minimized. Experimental results show that com-
ared to benchmarking cache management approaches, the proposed
ache compression scheme can reduce up to 40% energy consumption. 

Yao et al. [105] developed an efficient routing solution to optimize
he energy consumption of 3D NoCs. The presented solution is imple-
ented by a thermal-aware routing unit consisting of a shortest path

outing unit, a global temperature table, and a thermal-effect modeling
nit. For every packet that needs to be transmitted, all the shortest rout-
ng paths from the source router to the destination router are first listed
y the shortest path routing unit. The thermal-induced power losses of
hese shortest routing paths are then compared with each other by the
hermal-effect modeling unit. Specifically, the thermal effect modeling
nit acquires the information of all the shortest routing paths from the
hortest path routing unit and obtains the temperature information from
he global temperature table. Based on the information, the thermal-
nduced power loss of every shortest routing path is calculated. Finally,
he routing path that incurs minimal thermal power loss will be chosen
s the optimal routing path. Experimental results demonstrate that the
resented routing algorithm reduces energy consumption by up to 25%.

.4. Combination optimization for peak temperature, throughput, and 

nergy 

Unlike some works that separately optimize peak temperature or
hroughput, Lin and Lin [106] focused on jointly optimizing peak tem-
erature and throughput. The authors proposed a thermal/performance-
ware memory address mapping scheme that consists of two parts: one
s bank reordering and the other is bank swapping. The basic idea
f bank reordering is to decrease the vertical stacking of these banks
hat are frequently accessed in the adjacent layers. The basic idea of
ank swapping is to switch banks based on the design tradeoff between
hermal constraints and bandwidth constraints. In bank swapping, the
anks that are far from the heat sink are swapped to these banks that
re near the heat sink. As a result, channel access and bank access of
ifferent mappings can be redistributed. Simulation results show that
he thermal/performance-aware memory address mapping scheme can
ower up to 12.3 °C peak temperature at the expense of acceptable mem-
ry bandwidth degradation. 

Beigi and Memik [107] presented a novel 3D processor-cache archi-
ecture where a liquid cooling layer is placed between a processor layer
nd an STT-RAM last-level cache layer. The authors proposed TESLA to
ptimize the energy consumption and temperature for the presented 3D
rchitecture. TESLA consists of a monitoring component, sampler, pre-
ictor, and flow rate controller. The basic idea of TESLA is to forecast
he necessary flow rate for cooling such that the energy consumption
nd temperature can be optimized. Based on the information obtained
rom the monitoring component and sampler, the predictor can fore-
ast the future temperatures of cache banks. Based on these predicted
emperatures, an optimal flow rate for the cooling layer is derived by
he rate adjustment controller. Evaluation results show the presented
ethod can achieve a throughput improvement of up to 19.1% and a
ower reduction of 14.6%. 

Li et al. [108] proposed an adaptive cache refresh scheme that can
alance processor performance with memory energy consumption of 3D
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rocessors. The proposed policy is mainly composed of two parts: one is
 system profiling strategy and the other is a scale-and-check strategy.
he system profiling strategy aims to assess the sensitivity of an applica-
ion to cache latency under various memory refresh rates. The scale-and-
heck strategy aims to monitor the margin between peak temperature
nd temperature threshold of the 3D processor under various memory
efresh rates. Based on the above two strategies, an optimal refresh rate
an be found where the benefits of improved cache access latency can
alance out the lowered core frequency due to thermal control. Simula-
ion results show that the proposed adaptive cache refresh management
an achieve 105% throughput improvement with 72.5% energy saving.

Asad et al. [109] developed an integrated solution to optimize the
erformance and energy consumption of 3D processors. The proposed
olution first randomly assigns some applications to cores, and then ex-
cutes these applications for a given time. After this given time, the
hroughput of all cores are predicted and a two-stage (inter-region and
ntra-region) mapping scheme based on the predicted throughput is uti-
ized to allocate the remaining applications to cores. After this two-stage
apping, a reconfiguration scheme is performed in each reconfigura-

ion time interval. The proposed reconfiguration scheme consists of two
hases. One is a design phase that derives the average frequency re-
uired by workload and the configuration of cache hierarchy. The other
s a runtime phase that determines the cache configuration and the volt-
ges and frequencies of cores based on the information obtained at de-
ign phase. Experimental results show that the developed approach can
mprove 54.3% throughput and 61% energy-delay product. 

Fu et al. [110] proposed a routing solution composed of a intra-layer
outing algorithm and a inter-layer routing algorithm to optimize the
eak temperature and throughput of 3D NoCs. The key idea of the intra-
ayer routing algorithm is to derive the coolest routing path among all
easible pathways such that the probability of occurrence of thermal
otspot can be reduced. The determination of the coolest routing path
s converted to a shortest path problem that can be solved by utilizing
ynamic programming technique. In the inter-layer routing algorithm,
he downward layer that traffic loads are redirected downward to is
rst determined. The packets above the downward layer are then redi-
ected to the determined downward layer while the remaining packets
re routed by using a lateral-first and vertical-last routing method. In
his routing method, packets first move from the source router to an in-
ermediate router whose 2D coordinate is the same as the destination
outer, and then travel vertically to the destination router. Experimental
esults demonstrate that the presented routing solution achieves 3.9 °C
eduction in peak temperature and 78.3% improvement in throughput.

Chou et al. [111] proposed a dynamic buffer allocation technique to
mprove traffic congestion of 3D NoCs. The basic idea of the developed
uffer control technique is to avoid traffic congestion by lengthening the
ength of input buffer and shortening the length of output buffer of the
ear-overheated router. To be specific, the temperature of each router is
rst predicted and compared with each other. Then, the length of input
uffer of the router with a higher predicted temperature is lengthened,
nd the length of its output buffer is shortened. Once a hotspot is de-
ected, the capability of switching packets in the near-overheated router
ill be reduced. However, this process may result in traffic congestion
round the near-overheated router. Given this, an existing congestion-
ware routing technique is utilized to deliver packets away from the con-
ested region such that the packet switching frequency is reduced and
he temperature of the hotspot is decreased. Finally, the buffer length
f this router is recovered to normal status. Experimental results re-
eal that the presented technology can reduce temperature deviation
y 39.4% and boost system performance by 24.8%. 

.5. Optimization for reliability 

Tajik et al. [112] addressed the problem of managing negative bias
emperature instability (NBTI) induced wearout in a 3D multicore ar-
hitecture. A variation-aware wearout management (VAWOM) scheme
408 
s proposed to reduce the cache and core wearout induced by NBTI such
hat the lifetime reliability of the 3D multicore architecture is improved.
he proposed scheme takes into account two different types of vari-
tions. One is core variation in frequency, and the other is cache bank
ariation in access time. VAWOM utilizes task migration strategy to bal-
nce temperatures of cores such that the NBTI effects on cores can be
lleviated. For the purpose of improving cache lifetime, a proactive re-
overy for cache banks is adopted. In each run, VAWOM first puts a
elected cache bank into recovery mode (named “recovery bank ”), and
hen migrates the data stored in this recovery bank to the earlier dis-
bled/recovered cache bank. Experimental results show that VAWOM
an reduce 30% threshold voltage degradation with negligible perfor-
ance cost. 

Wang et al. [113] proposed a design strategy to tolerant radiation-
nduced soft errors for 3D processors. This strategy can provide a strong
ault-tolerance for weak DRAM cells with extremely little redundancy
torage overhead and delay overhead. The authors observed that fault-
olerance to unrepaired weak memory cells can be achieved by using
rror correction codes thanks to the logic die stacked on multiple DRAM
ies. Therefore, the basic idea is to exploit the configurability of error-
orrection-code decoding and the detectability of weak cells. However,
he actual implementation of this idea is not easy due to the constraints
f silicon cost and data access latency. Given this, the authors devel-
ped an effective implementation solution that achieves minimal delay
nd cost while improving the detection accuracy of weak cells and the
bility to tolerate soft errors. Experimental results demonstrate that the
resented solution can tolerate the weak cell rate by up to 1 × 10 −4 with
egligible performance degradation. 

Han et al. [114] present an effective error-correction-code organi-
ation technique to enhance the reliability of 3D processors. By form-
ng a heterogeneous error-correction-code organization across different
emory layers, the proposed scheme can enhance error-correction-code

apability in the memory layers with low reliability. It adopts free spare
olumns of one DRAM layer to store extra check-bits of other DRAM lay-
rs, thus requiring no additional redundant arrays. For example, the ex-
ra check-bits of upper memory layers can be stored in the unused spare
olumns of lower memory layers and vice versa. Therefore, the error-
orrection-code organization of each memory layer is configurable for
perational environments. Experimental results reveal that compared
ith the benchmarking method, the presented technique can achieve

hree times performance improvement in terms of tolerating one bit-
rror. 

Lim et al. [115] focused on improving the DRAM data reliability for
D processors. The authors observed that the inaccurate peak tempera-
ure prediction of DRAM cells results in an incorrect DRAM refresh rate.

hen the DRAM refresh rate is insufficient, the DRAM data reliability
s violated. However, when the DRAM refresh rate is too high, extra re-
resh power overhead is incurred. To tackle this problem, the authors
roposed a thermal guard-band setting strategy, which takes into con-
ideration ont only the data read delay of temperature sensor but also
he positional difference between the DRAM cell and the temperature
ensor. This strategy can provide accurate peak temperature prediction
f DRAM cells and thus it can be safely utilized to control the DRAM
efresh rate. Simulation results reveal that the developed method can
educe up to 50% refresh power overheads with guaranteed data relia-
ility. 

Lu et al. [51] proposed an effective technique to reduce the voltage-
oise induced DRAM transient faults for 3D processors. This fault-
olerance technique is based on the following two observations. First,
RAM transient errors are closely related to processor activities via ther-
al and voltage coupling. Second, the bit-cell leakage of DRAM is in

act an accumulative process, which suggests that the leakage is more
trongly correlated with IR drop compared with transient droop. Based
n the two observations, the authors proposed an operating point tuning
echnique that jointly optimizes the operating frequencies of cores and
he refresh rates of DRAM. This technique adopts dynamic frequency
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Table 2 

A summary of references focusing on thermal-aware task scheduling. 

Concentration Reference Method 

Optimization for peak temperature ( Section 6.1 ) [116] Tasks with high power to cores with low thermal resistance 
[117] Rotation scheduling based scheme 
[118] Four-phase thermal-aware scheme 
[119] Design time optimization + runtime adjustment 
[120] Thread migration 

Optimization for throughput ( Section 6.2 ) [121] Approximated task allocation 
[122] Approximated task allocation + task migration 
[123] Core-memory co-scheduling 
[124] Thermal-efficient synthetic real-time scheduling 
[125] Thermal-throttling server based technique 
[126] Branch-and-bound method based scheme 

Optimization for energy ( Section 6.3 ) [46] Simulated annealing based three-stage method 
[127] Three-stage task scheduling framework 

Combination optimization for peak Temperature, throughput, and energy ( Section 6.4 ) [128] Thermal characteristic extraction based method 
[129] Voltage assignment policy 
[130] Bottom-to-up task scheduling 
[131] Objective decomposition method 
[132] Offline mapping and online mapping 
[133] Genetic algorithm based task mapping 
[134] Task mapping and core pipeline control 

Optimization for lifetime ( Section 6.5 ) [135] Aging-aware runtime task mapping framework 
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caling for cores to implement a flexible borrow-in mechanism that
ffectively improves DRAM resilience without incurring performance
egradation. Experimental results demonstrate that the presented tech-
ique boosts performance by 27% while achieving fault-tolerance. 

.6. Summary and discussion 

This section surveys the literatures related to 3D processors from the
erspective of thermal-aware memory management. These works indi-
ate that peak temperature, throughput, and energy are the three main
oncerns for memory management of 3D processors. A lot of works fo-
us on single-objective optimization that involves only a single objec-
ive function, i.e., separately optimizing peak temperature, energy or
hroughput. While some works aim to perform the multi-objective opti-
ization that involves more than one objective functions, such as simul-

aneously optimizing peak temperature and throughput, peak temper-
ture and energy, or throughput and energy. In addition to aforemen-
ioned concerns, reliability optimization for 3D processors has attracted
uch attention in recent years. These reliability related works mainly

ttempt to enhance 3D processor performance in terms of energy con-
umption or throughput while providing required fault-tolerance levels.

. Thermal-aware task scheduling 

In this section, we review the works on thermal-aware task schedul-
ng for 3D processors. As listed in Table 2 , these works can be di-
ided into five categories according to their concentrations: 1) Op-
imization for peak temperature ( Section 6.1 ), 2) optimization for
hroughput ( Section 6.2 ), 3) optimization for energy ( Section 6.3 ), 4)
ombination optimization for peak temperature, throughput, and en-
rgy ( Section 6.4 ), and 5) optimization for lifetime ( Section 6.5 ). 

.1. Optimization for peak temperature 

Tsai and Chen [116] proposed an online task scheduling strategy to
chieve peak temperature minimization for 3D processors. The proposed
trategy allocates the tasks with high peak power to these cores which
re close to the heat sink for the purpose of balancing power consump-
ion among cores. To satisfy temperature and real-time constraints, the
perating frequencies of cores are determined by their respective stack
upervisors. A stack supervisor consists of two parts: one is a thermal
409 
redictor and the other is a core operating frequency manager. The ther-
al predictor derives each core temperature with consideration of ver-

ical and horizontal heat effects. The core operating frequency manager
elects cores for task execution and determines the core frequencies us-
ng first-fit policy with consideration of temperature and real-time con-
traints. Simulation results show that the proposed online real-time task
cheduling scheme can prevent cores from overheating without sacrific-
ng system performance. 

Li et al. [117] proposed rotation scheduling based algorithms to op-
imize the peak temperature of 3D processors. The proposed algorithms
re tailored to the applications with inter-iteration data dependencies.
y rotating down delays repeatedly, several flexible static direct acyclic
raphs (DAGs) of an application are first generated. For each DAG, its
ask schedule with optimal peak temperature is then obtained and taken
s a candidate task schedule by using a greedy heuristic scheme. Finally,
he best task schedule with minimal peak temperature is selected among
hese candidate task schedules obtained previously. Simulation results
resent that the proposed rotation scheduling based solution reduces the
eak temperature by up to 8.1 °C. 

Cheng and Hsu [118] proposed a four-stage task scheduling scheme
or 3D processors. In the first stage, based on the collected information
bout memory and task program, each task program is partitioned into
everal data segments that can fit the memory bank size. In the second
tage, power consumption and memory access of cores are balanced by
sing a task allocation algorithm. In the third stage, a memory map-
ing algorithm is performed to prevent vertical adjacent memory banks
rom being simultaneously accessed. In the fourth stage, a round-robin
cheduling with idle slot insertion scheme is adopted to schedule tasks
nder timing constraints. Simulation results demonstrate that the pre-
ented four-stage solution can effectively improve heat dissipation. 

Chaturvedi et al. [119] focused on optimizing the peak temperature
or throughput and periodic constrained applications. The authors pro-
osed a two-stage approach with design time optimization and runtime
djustment. In design time, a thermal profiling algorithm based task al-
ocation scheme first assigns tasks to suitable cores with consideration
f power balance among cores under throughput constraints. Then the
perating frequencies of tasks are scaled by using available slacks gener-
ted from the task assignment process. At runtime, based on the runtime
nformation, tasks on the cores with high temperatures are migrated to
he cores with low temperatures without violating the application peri-
dic constraint. Experimental results show that compared with bench-
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arking methods, the proposed two-stage approach reduces up to 14 °C
eak temperature. 

Zhao et al. [120] aimed to reduce the peak temperature and tem-
erature variance of 3D processors by migrating threads among cores.
he authors explored four thread migration schemes. The first one is
he rotation scheme which rotates threads in a round-robin way. This
cheme balances power consumption of cores, thus resulting in minimal
hermal variance. The second one is the pair-wise scheme that wisely
witches hot threads and cool threads. Both the rotation scheme and
air-wise scheme are static algorithms and thread migration is always
arried out in the two algorithms even if the thermal variance of cores
s in the acceptable range. The remaining two schemes are dynamic al-
orithms designed to avoid unnecessary thread migrations. Thread mi-
rations are merely performed when the temperature variance of cores
s large enough. Experiment results show that the presented thread mi-
ration algorithms can reduce up to 8 °C peak temperature with small
hermal variation. 

.2. Optimization for throughput 

Lung et al. [121] proposed an approximated task assignment strat-
gy to maximize 3D processor throughput under thermal constraints.
he proposed scheme is developed by rewriting temperature equations
uch that an incremental thermal update can be implemented. For each
ore, its current temperature is first obtained via using the incremen-
al update method. Then, a new arrival task is allocated to the core
ith lowest temperature rise among unassigned cores. The above pro-

ess will stop when all new arrival tasks are assigned to cores. However,
his approximated task allocation algorithm assumes that all tasks are
ith the same finish time. This is a strong assumption since most tasks
ay not finish executions at the same time. Given this, the authors fur-

her considered the situation where both new arrival tasks and unfin-
shed tasks exist in [122] . A task migration-aware scheme is proposed
o perform task allocation. A migration-penalty function is defined to
eflect task migration cost. The developed task migration-aware scheme
akes decisions with consideration of the tradeoff between task mi-

ration cost and core temperatures. Experiment results show that the
igration-aware method achieves 20.82 times speedup with no more

han 4.39% throughput degradation compared to an exhaustive bench-
arking method. 

Chaparro-Baquero et al. [123] proposed a core-memory co-
cheduling strategy for real-time tasks. The proposed method is designed
ased on a resource model which proactively and periodically suspends
equest services while guaranteing resource availability. This method
tilizes the feasibility conditions for a periodic resource server to satisfy
ask timing constraints. Meantime, the method makes use of periodic
ehaviors of cores and memory, and achieves the deterministic guar-
ntee for thermal constraints by formulating the temperature dynamics
nalytically. It wisely selects periodic server settings for memory bus
rbitration and cores to meet the peak temperature limits of the proces-
or layer and memory layers. Experimental results demonstrate that the
resented method improves throughput by 19.5%. 

Tsai et al. [124] proposed a synthetic task scheduling scheme for 3D
rocessors. The developed method first allocates a suitable thermal bud-
et to each general purpose core and special purpose core by using the
echnique of thermal size ratio detection. Then, based on the allocated
hermal budget, the operating frequencies of both special purpose cores
nd general purpose cores are determined to meet thermal constraints.
ext, a schedulability test is conducted for all tasks. If a task cannot pass

he schedulability test, it will be refused since the timing constraint of
his task is definitely violated. Otherwise, a global dispatcher will as-
ign this task to a suitable core, and the task performs its execution
n the allocated core by making use of the core’s assigned thermal
udget. Experimental results demonstrate that the presented scheme
ramatically boosts task schedulability, indicating improved system
hroughput. 
410 
Tsai and Chen [125] presented an online task scheduling frame-
ork to achieve the tradeoff between temperature and schedulabil-

ty. At runtime, based on current temperatures of all cores, a thermal-
hrottling dispatcher is utilized to assign available temperature slack
o each core. When a new task has arrived, the dispatcher will assign
his task to a suitable core when the task has passed the admission
ontrol. After that, a thermal-throttling server associated with the core
ill schedule the task. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS)

echnique is utilized to lower core temperature under task timing con-
traint. The current frequency assignment is fed back from each thermal-
hrottling server to the thermal-throttling dispatcher. Based on the
eedback information, thermal-throttling dispatcher can adjust the tem-
erature slack of each core to optimize the admission control’s schedu-
ability bound. Simulation results reveal that the presented online task
cheduling method achieves a better tradeoff between temperature and
chedulability. 

Li et al. [126] proposed a two-stage runtime mapping scheme to re-
uce application running time under thermal constraints. The first stage
s to select a specific shape of 3D cuboid core region for each applica-
ion. A branch-and-bound method is utilized in this stage to search for
he optimal tree node that corresponds to the best combination of core
egion shapes for applications. The second stage is to determine the ex-
ct core region locations for reducing the peak temperature and core
ragmentation. To this end, round-robin method is utilized to position
he core regions at one of the four corners of 3D processors, and then
asks of an application are assigned to the cores that are located at the
nused core region by utilizing an existing mapping algorithm. Simula-
ion results show that compared to benchmarking mapping approaches,
he presented scheme achieves up to 48% reduction in application run-
ing time. 

.3. Optimization for energy 

Cheng et al. [46] explored the tradeoff between interconnect energy
nd temperature when tasks are executed on 3D homogeneous multi-
rocessor system-on-chips (MPSoCs). The authors first formulated the
hermal-constrained interconnect energy minimization problem, and
hen proved that the formulated problem is NP hard. Given this, a
euristic scheme is presented to address the energy minimization prob-
em. The proposed heuristic scheme consists of three steps. In the first
tep, an initial solution to task-to-core allocation is generated by using
 temperature-balanced method. In the second step, based on the ini-
ial solution, an intermediate solution is derived by using a developed
reedy method for the purpose of achieving largest possible reduction
n interconnection energy with consideration of thermal constraints.
n the third step, the obtained intermediate solution is optimized by
sing simulated annealing techniques. The annealing procedure will
top when the intermediate solution can no longer be improved within
iven iteration number. Simulation results demonstrate that compared
o thermal-balanced benchmarking solutions, the proposed heuristic can
educe more than 25% interconnect energy consumption on average
hile achieving almost same peak temperature. 

Jin et al. [127] presented a three-stage task scheduling framework
o minimize the energy consumption of voltage-frequency island based
D MPSoCs. In the first stage, tasks are allocated to cores by using an
nergy-aware task scheduling algorithm with consideration of retaining
aximum optimization space for subsequent voltage/frequency scaling

o achieve computation energy minimization. In addition, the total ap-
lication execution time is split into an execution timing series that fa-
ilitates the latter power balancing algorithm under timing constraints.
n the second stage, cores are first allocated to core stacks for the pur-
ose of reducing communication energy consumption. Several tasks are
hen re-allocated to cores for achieving stack power balance during all
he timing episodes in the execution timing series. In the third stage, the
rocess of mapping core stacks to the hardware platform and voltage-
requency islands partition is implemented. Through regarding every
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ore stack as a unit, the above complex process can be simplified to 2D
roblems. Experimental results demonstrate that the energy consump-
ion of the presented three-stage task scheduling framework is reduced
y 15.8% on average. 

.4. Combination optimization for peak temperature, throughput, and 

nergy 

Cox et al. [128] proposed a two-step approach to optimize the peak
emperature and energy consumption of 3D processors. In the first step,
 simple yet flexible physical chip model is utilized to extract thermal
haracteristics of the studied 3D processor architecture before task allo-
ation. In the second step, a task allocation algorithm is carried out to
nd the optimal task-to-core mapping that matches the power distribu-
ion generated in the first step with considerations of achieving energy
onsumption minimization and meeting storage and timing constraints.
he main advantage of this task mapping process is that it requires no

terative thermal simulations, which significantly reduce the time over-
ead to derive task schedules. Experimental results reveal that the pre-
ented two-step approach lowers peak temperature by 7 °C and reduces
ommunication energy by 42%. 

Liao et al. [129] proposed an online voltage assignment policy to
ptimize system throughput and peak temperature. The proposed pol-
cy first generates thermal profiles for all cores under various voltage
evels. Based on these generated thermal profiles, the proposed policy
hen allocates an initial voltage level to each core for the purpose of re-
ucing temperature increase. Tasks are assigned to suitable cores using
n existing super-task-to-super-core scheme. A DVFS based voltage scal-
ng technique is developed to quickly reduce the temperature of over-
eated cores. This technique not only triggers DVFS on the overheated
ores, but also triggers DVFS on the cores that are vertically adjacent to
he overheated cores. Experiment results show that compared to bench-
arking schemes, the proposed policy can improve throughput by up to
2% and lower hotspot occurrences by up to 53%. 

Cui et al. [130] proposed a bottom-to-up task scheduling scheme to
ptimize peak temperature and makespan for the 3D two-layer multi-
ore processor architecture. The proposed scheme first allocates tasks
o the cores on the bottom layer near the heat sink with considerations
f core power balance and task execution time. It then wisely migrates
ome tasks which can be in parallel executed from the cores on the bot-
om layer to the cores on the top layer for reducing makespan while im-
roving thermal profiles of cores. Experimental results show that com-
ared to benchmarking schemes, the proposed approach can reduce up
o 7.95 °C peak temperature and 4% makespan. 

Zhu et al. [131] proposed a two-stage task scheduling strategy to op-
imize makespan and peak temperature for 3D processors. Unlike some
cheduling schemes that jointly optimize makespan and temperature,
he proposed strategy decouples the joint optimization and optimizes
akespan and temperature separately. The first stage aims to minimize
akespan at design time. This stage utilizes the combination of exhaus-

ive exploration and genetic algorithm to generate best super tasks con-
isting of several individual tasks for the purpose of makespan minimiza-
ion. The second stage aims to optimize peak temperature at runtime.
his stage develops a thermal rank model and a combined power model
o quantify thermal efficiencies of all cores for best usage. Based on the
wo models, two heuristics are designed to allocate super tasks to avail-
ble cores for achieving peak temperature minimization while ensuring
hat the optimized makespan derived in the first stage is not reduced.
xperiment results show that compared to benchmarking methods, the
roposed two-stage scheme can reduce the average peak temperature
y 6.3 °C while improving performance by 6.8%. 

Singh et al. [132] proposed an efficient 3D video application map-
ing strategy to jointly optimize peak temperature and energy consump-
ion of 3D processors under throughput constraint. The proposed strat-
gy consists of offline and online parts. The offline part first obtains the
haracteristics of the 3D video application and 3D processor architecture
411 
y using an offline analysis method. Based on these characteristics and
hroughput constraint, an optimal task mapping is then found by using
n iterative search scheme considering power distribution of cores. For
 computed task mapping during the iterative search process, a novel
hermal analysis method is utilized to generate the temperature distri-
ution of cores such that the power distribution of cores can be easily
erived. The online part selects the optimal task mapping obtained from
he offline part, and it is triggered immediately at the 3D video appli-
ation startup. Simulation results show that compared to benchmarking
apping schemes, the proposed strategy can reduce 76% communica-

ion energy consumption and 4 °C peak temperature on average. 
Shen et al. [133] proposed a two-stage task allocation method to

chieve reduced peak temperature and minimal communication energy
onsumption for 3D NoCs. The first stage performs communication-
ware task group assignment. It first divides the tasks that are com-
unication intensive into multiple task groups with balanced power

onsumption, and then utilizes genetic algorithms to allocate these task
roups to core stacks with consideration of communication energy con-
umption. The second stage performs thermal-aware allocation of the
ask in a task group to the core in a core stack. For achieving peak tem-
erature minimization, the main idea of this stage is to allocate the task
ith maximal power consumption to the core with minimal cost until
ll tasks are assigned to cores. The cost of a core is jointly determined by
ts power consumption and cooling efficiency. Evaluation results reveal
hat the presented approach decreases peak temperature by up to 5.75K
nd reduces communication energy consumption by up to 63.34%. 

Yoon et al. [134] presented a novel task scheduling scheme to jointly
ptimize energy consumption and throughput of 3D processors. The pro-
osed scheme is composed of two parts: one is the thermal-aware task
apping and the other is the workload-aware core pipeline control. The

asic idea of the thermal-aware task mapping is to assign hot tasks to
hese cores that are located at the side of processor die for quickly dis-
ipating the heat generated by cores. The main idea of the workload-
ware core pipeline control is to throttle the fetch and issue widths of
ores according to the types of workloads for the purpose of reducing the
ynamic power consumption of cores. If a core is to execute memory-
ntensive tasks, the pipeline width of the core will be dynamically re-
uced since long memory access latency can to some extent hide the per-
ormance loss caused by the reduction of core pipeline widths. On the
ontrary, if a core is to execute computation-intensive tasks, the pipeline
idth of the core will be conservatively adjusted since the performance
f computation-intensive tasks is more sensitive to pipeline width than
hat of memory-intensive tasks. Experimental results reveal that the pre-
ented scheme can not only reduce 7.6% energy consumption but also
mprove performance by 0.4% on average. 

.5. Optimization for lifetime 

Raparti et al. [135] proposed an application mapping framework to
rolong the lifetime of 3D processors. The framework is implemented in
wo nested processes: one is the aging-aware inner-loop of application
apping and DVFS scheduling, and the other is the outer-loop of aging

nalysis of circuit and power delivery networks. In the inner-loop, an ex-
sting thermal- and communication-aware incremental-mapping heuris-
ic is adopted to allocate tasks of an allocation to suitable cores. Sim-
lated aging and power sensors are utilized to periodically feed back
heir monitoring values. Based on these measured values, DVFS tech-
ique is adopted in the application scheduling stage to wisely adjust
he supply voltage and operating frequency of each selected core. In the
uter-loop, aging analysis is performed at the end of the current epoch
y utilizing the system-stats produced by the inner-loop over the last
poch. Based on the analysis, the aging parameters of 3D processors
re hence updated for scheduling next application. Simulation results
how that compared to benchmarking schemes, the proposed applica-
ion mapping framework can prolong the chip lifetime by up to 25%. 
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.6. Summary and discussion 

This section surveys thermal-aware task scheduling techniques for
D processors. Similar to the works on thermal-aware memory man-
gement presented in Section 5 , many of the research efforts shown in
his section are also dedicated to achieving single-objective optimization
f peak temperature, energy, or throughput for 3D processors. Mean-
hile, some works concentrate on the multi-objective optimization for

he combination of peak temperature, throughput and energy. Several
ovel thermal-aware task scheduling schemes are proposed to jointly
ptimize peak temperature and throughput, peak temperature and en-
rgy, or throughput and energy. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper, we review thermal-aware optimization techniques pro-
osed for 3D processors by using a system level approach. We first sur-
ey the works on 3D processor architecture design and outline thermal
haracteristics of the constructed 3D processors. These works present
hat due to limited heat dissipation paths and higher power density,
D processors are likely to suffer from more serious thermal issues com-
ared to traditional 2D counterparts. We then summarize the works that
im to reduce thermal impact on performance improvement of 3D pro-
essors from the perspectives of floorplanning, memory management,
nd task scheduling. These works demonstrate that by carefully design-
ng thermal-aware floorplanning, memory management or task schedul-
ng schemes, the thermal impact on 3D processors is manageable. There-
ore, it is expected that 3D processors will be the mainstream in the near
uture. 
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